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Deficiency Complaints 

Agency Training



Course Objectives 
 What is a Deficiency Complaint

 How to handle contract/vendor issues

 New OSP Complaint Form

 When to use a Complaint Form

 Where to find a Complaint Form

 Deficiency Complaint process

 Potential outcomes re: a Deficiency Complaint

 Importance of Complaint Forms



Procurement Life Cycle

 Define  a need

 Select procurement method

 Build a solicitation

 Publish

 Evaluate 

 Award

 Receive & inspect goods

 Make payment when appropriate



Deficiency Complaint

Ongoing problems related to late or no 
delivery, inferior merchandise, product 
substitution, poor service, no service, etc. 



Deficiency Complaints:

What should an agency do if a vendor does not deliver as 
specified, or has poor quality of service?

Anytime a vendor is not performing their contract properly, whether it be 
for a 1-time buy, a blanket order, or a contract– agencies should take the 
following steps:

1. First, contact the vendor directly and see if you can resolve the issue 
internally.  Document any correspondence or meetings.

2. If this does not resolve the problem, agencies should fill out a 
Complaint Form.  



Form Changes

Old Form:    Titled “Deficiency Complaint Form”

New Form:   Titled “Complaint Form”

*The new form should be completed and 
included with all termination requests 
submitted by the Agency for Professional

Service Contracts (PSC).



Old  Form



New Form







Complaint Forms

How does an agency go about filing a Complaint Form ?

The form can be found on OSP’s website, under 
Purchasing / Agency Center / Agency Forms. 

https://www.doa.la.gov/osp/agencycenter/forms/su
bmit/deficiencycomplaint.pdf

file://1FS1-CLAM/FSOSP/Contract Management/Templates/Complaint Form - CMP-F1.pdf


OSP  Website – Agency Center



OSP Website Agency Forms



OSP Website Agency Forms



Agency  Forms



Agency  Forms



Agency  Forms



Steps In The Process
 Agency should provide enough relevant detail, including 

dates and who you were in contact with at the vendor’s 
place of business.

 Agency submits Complaint Form

 OSP reviews and investigates the issue

 If warranted, OSP sends a letter and a copy of the 
Complaint Form to the vendor

 Vendor responds with proposed solution to the problem 
and how they will prevent future issues

 If solution is acceptable, OSP forwards the proposed 
solution to the agency for concurrence.

 If acceptable to agency, end of process



Important point to remember

A form should be sent as soon as possible after the 
occurrence of the problem.  Don’t wait until the end 
of a contract period to document poor performance 
over the past year.  



The next few slides are a sample of a Deficiency 
Complaint going through the process:



Deficiency Complaint Form



OSP Letter To Vendor



Vendor Response



Vendor’s Response 

OSP will evaluate the Vendor’s response and send to the 
agency, if deemed to be an acceptable resolution to the 
problem.

If agency is satisfied with response, no further action 
needed.

If agency is still dissatisfied, options of further action to 
be taken will be discussed and a plan of action agreed 
upon.  



Potential Outcomes Resulting From 
A Deficiency Complaint

 Problem is resolved

 Contract cancelled

 Vendor placed in default

 Contract controversy



Default of Contract
Example: If you ordered a product that your agency 
urgently needs, and the awarded vendor has not 
delivered, we can take steps to cancel the PO and 
award it to another vendor who can make the 
delivery.  If this costs the agency more than the 
original PO, we can then surcharge the difference in 
cost to the deficient vendor, and until they pay that 
surcharge, they are not allowed to bid on any 
solicitations from our office.



Contract Controversy

Contract Controversies are a 
disagreement or dispute that arises 

under a Contract between the 
parties to a Contract.



Potential Actions Taken With Vendor

 However … there are instances where a complaint form can 
lead to a vendor getting suspended from doing business 
with the State.

 Some deficiencies in the past have resulted in the discovery 
of information that led to immediate cancellation and/or 
suspension – such as forged documents, a vendor losing a 
required license or certification, etc.

 In most cases, we cannot prevent a vendor from bidding on 
a rebid of the contract just because a Complaint Form has 
been submitted.



Audience Testing 

Worthy or Unworthy ? ? ? ?



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Vendor does not meet the delivery requirements of the 
contract on their first delivery?

Unworthy – Agency should discuss contract

delivery requirements and 

expectations with the 

vendor



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Vendor does not ever meet the delivery time 
requirements of the contract, even after agency has 
expressed concerns and told the vendor the importance 
of timely delivery?

Worthy – Agency has addressed the problem with 

the vendor and is still experiencing 

ongoing problems.



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Janitorial service forgets to empty the garbage can in the 
bathroom one weekend.

Unworthy – agency should bring it to the vendor’s

attention and review the scope of 

work requirements with them



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Janitorial service has not replenished hand soap in the 
bathrooms, after being reminded repeatedly.

Worthy – Agency has addressed the problem with 

the vendor and is still having an issue.



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Vendor delivers the wrong size envelopes, but agrees to 
deliver the correct size in two days?

Unworthy- Vendor has agreed to correct the 

situation in a timely manner.



Worthy or Unworthy ? ?

Security guard service has an armed employee that 
accidently discharges their weapon in the employee 
breakroom?

Worthy – Due to the seriousness of this situation,

it should be reported to OSP 

immediately, documented in the 

contract file, and immediate corrective 

action taken.



Importance of Complaint Forms

 Assists in resolving Agency problems with vendors

 Documents the contract file for future reference

 Justification for future action taken to address ongoing 
vendor issues

 Used for legal reference if needed







Office of State Procurement

OSP Phone Number:  

225-342-8010 

Purchasing Helpdesk: 

DOA-OSPhelpdesk@la.gov

mailto:DOA-OSPhelpdesk@la.gov

